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Abstract

Criticized for being too Euro- and Americentric, world literature scholarship tends

to center on the American implications of this shortcoming, with little discussion of

world literature beyond these centers. This paper thus addresses the function of world

literature beyond these centers, particularly in the lingua franca of global business:

English. Drawing frommyexperience in theUnitedArabEmirates, I argue that because

students in the region come fromplaceswith fraught colonial histories,migrant, Anglo-

phone literature is critical in the world literature classroom because it allows them to

see their own experiences articulated in the global literary vernacular. Using Mohja

Kahf’s The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf as an example, I show how its transnational

scope addresses both the hegemonic, Euro-American gaze, but also the students’. Thus,

Anglophone literature is not necessarily the extensionof an imperialist project or a flat-

tening of differences; rather, it becomes an articulation of them.
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EverÁsinceÁworldÁliteratureÁcoursesÁhaveÁbeenÁtaughtÁinÁAmericanÁinstitu-

tionsÁofÁhigherÁeducation,ÁthereÁhasÁalwaysÁbeenÁtheÁanxietyÁandÁcriticalÁself-

awarenessÁthatÁworldÁliteratureÁisÁtooÁEuro-ÁandÁAmericentric.ÁEvenÁinÁ1959,Á

beforeÁpostcolonialÁcriticismÁandÁmulticulturalismÁburgeonedÁinÁacademia,Á

the “world” part ofÁworld literature was accused ofÁbeing a misnomer becauseÁ

world literature courses taught primarily European texts (Smith 592).TheEuro-
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Americentrism of the field and the self-conscious anxiety that came with it

continue to define the field today. Postcolonial, minority, and international

scholars are wary that courses in world literature continue to silence non-

European and non-canonical voices, finding that the field consists primarily

of “First World academics reading and analyzing the works of Third World

authors” (Suter 2). They fear that such an approach risks the “misreading

of voices representing marginalized cultures” (Smith 596), “projecting West-

ern values and interpretive codes onto non-Western texts in order to reach a

Romanticist ‘understanding’ of those foreign cultures” (Smith 598).1 Indeed,

Aamir Mufti has argued that this approach to world literature, the “bridging”

of First and Third worlds, is the same Orientalist logic of imperialism (20),

arguing that the rise of world literature came hand-in-hand with colonialism

(19).

These criticisms are well-placed, but the problem with them lines up with

the problem they critique. Reading practices labeled “world literature” as well

as their criticisms tend to assume an American student body and a Euro-

American academic community, as though world literature is not taught

beyond these academic centers.2 Fewhavediscussed their implications beyond

them. Those who have assert that the English language itself is another central

problematic in the field. Writing from Japan, Myles Chilton shows that,

because of its American pedagogical roots, world literature is often seen

as merely the globalization of Anglophone literary studies – all the more

so because, following teaching practice, world literature scholarship and

commentary has emergedmostly from American universities and is con-

ducted worldwide mostly in English.

94

1 I use Eurocentric and Americentric cognizant of how problematic each term is as well as

of the power relations contained in each. “Europe” has problematically limited signification,

referring mainly to western Europe and rendering invisible multiple languages and cultures

predominantly from the Eastern part of the continent. As Theo D’haen has shown, certain

European traditions, his example is Dutch literature, are in fact “minor” and tend to fall out

of consideration unless “they serve ‘major’ interests” (8). Similarly, in spite of American polit-

ical power and student interest, Damrosch has shown that, ironically, English departments in

the US have sidelined American literature in favor of British and other European literatures

(“How American?”).

2 Though some may argue against the center-periphery paradigm, I agree with Chilton who

compellingly argues that this logic still holds in English Studies Beyond The ‘Center’: Teaching

Literature and the Future of Global English.
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James Hodapp, writing about his experience at the American University

of Beirut, argues that world literature pedagogy continues to be Eurocentric

because of its implied audience, adding that anthologies are a good example of

this problem because they tend to take as their “central premise that American

university students are the primary stakeholders” (76). Indeed, Mufti acknowl-

edges that the reader of world literature criticism is almost always imagined to

be Euro-American (xi).

These issues of implied readership and the English language are rooted in

our colonial pasts.Mufti asserts that because colonial projects were in part also

Westernizationprojects, “the transformation and rationalizationof at least seg-

ments of native society along bourgeois-European lines” (23), world literature

is “inseparable from the rise of English as a global literary vernacular” (11). He

calls it a “formidable structure of cultural domination” (24, emphasis his), plac-

ing the English language as the central problematic in world literature. Today,

in our globalized, capitalist world, English continues to enjoy foremost status

as both the lingua franca of cross-cultural communication and the language of

opportunity. No longer a direct colonial imposition but a financial necessity,

English is essential “to compete for jobs, and move upwards in labor markets”

(Pratt “Languagescapes” 277). Indeed, it is a “universal language”3

not determined by the number of its speakers of that language but by the

numberwhodependon it for their survival. Outside of theAnglo-European

sphere, a linguistic and cultural hierarchy has emerged in which English,

with its access to the latest knowledge and technology, stands at the top

while national and other local languages stand below.

shirane 361, emphasis added

This “linguistic gatekeeping,” as Mary Louise Pratt puts it (“Languagescapes”

277), has made it so that students strive to learn or improve their English

at American-style universities (i.e. with credit hours following a liberal arts

model) outside North America, at universities that exist as satellite institutions

or independent local ones, to open up opportunities for themselves, and this

is as true in the Middle East, where I teach, as it is in China (Shirane 362) and

Mexico (Pratt “Languagescape” 277). Its status is further strengthened by the

fact that oftentimes students themselves want to learn about America because

of the American products they consume and the “cool” American music they

3 Shirane here is discussing contemporary Japanese novelist MinaeMizumura’s use of “univer-

sal language” in her academic book, The Fall of Language in the Age of English.
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listen to (Chilton 79–81).4 As Paul Jay puts it, it has become “nearly impossi-

ble to figure out where economic globalization stops and cultural globaliza-

tion begins … as systems of commodity exchange are also systems of cultural

exchange” (80; 84).

Given these problems and the status of English as the language of oppor-

tunity, the questions that arise in the world literature classroom should be

different from those that arise inU.S.-centered debates in the field. These ques-

tions must address what world literature looks like in our globalized, English-

speaking world. What forms does it take when world literature courses are as

much an effort to make a young, educated generation more informed about

distant cultures as it is about honing their command of English? If “during the

period of colonialism all the colonized countries were learningWestern litera-

ture as world literature while denigrating their own productions as vernacular,

indigenous, and subworldly” (Radhakrishnan 1398), can world literature rem-

edy that by teaching local literature? For me, teaching at a university whose

student population comes fromover 85 different countries, unable to cross bor-

ders as freely as the texts that they read, which “local” literature would that be?

What “foreign understanding”would a course inworld literature offer?Would a

world literature course also be a postcolonial one?Would it be a version of folk-

lore studies, or a component of area studies?What would an “inclusive” world

literature course look like if onewas never imagined as the primary reader (and

speaker) of English?

This complexity weighs on me whenever I teach world literature precisely

because of the historical and geographical complexity of our increasingly glob-

alized world. Ever since I heard the term world literature, it came with the

loose definition of studying texts fromdifferent parts of theworld to gain a bet-

ter understanding of different (linguistic) cultures. While a laudable premise,

which continues to have central importance in any world literature classroom,

I found this approach peculiar. Spending my childhood in at least four dif-

ferent countries with different national languages, I did not formally study

Arabic, which is supposed to be my “mother tongue,” until I was at univer-

sity, and even then, it was the Arabic-for-foreigners course. When I attended

graduate school in the U.S., I always failed native informant tests. As such,

this approach of learning about different cultures did not make sense to me

4 There is no denying how pervasive American culture has become, especially because of the

Internet and its heightened use as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. This culture travels

through social media, Netflix and other streaming devices, Amazon.com bestseller recom-

mendations, music, fashion, and even movements such Black Lives Matter, which witnessed

worldwide demonstrations of solidarity in the summer of 2020.
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because what does it mean to read texts from specific parts of the world if

many of these peoples are already multilingual, multicultural, practice mul-

tiple religions, and have trouble pinpointing a “home” culture, place, or even

language as their own? The very idea of singular cultures seemed absurd. Was

there a space for this complexity in aworld literature course? Furthermore, col-

onization took different shapes and forms in different parts of the world, with

different lingering effects in different parts of the world, complicating themat-

ter further.

When I was first assigned to teach world literature, I tried to grapple with

this complexity in my classroom mainly because many of the students have

similar experiences to mine. Most are not Emirati, and even if they are, some

speak English much better than they do Arabic. If I am teaching an Arabic text

in translation, I always give students the option of reading it in the original if

they want to. While, of course, some do, the majority tell me reading in Arabic

is slow and difficult, and that they prefer to read it in the English translation.

This complexity, I find, is essential to the field of world literature, and it

should prompt reflection on the logic of world literature as it is practiced and

debated in English in academic centers. What I do here is explore what world

literature could mean given such a context. I use my own experience teaching

world literature in the United Arab Emirates, where the student body is mostly

Muslim and comprised of over 85 nationalities from the Arab region, South-

east Asia, and northern Africa. The goal of this exploration is to wager a new

purpose for world literature with a global reading public in mind, one that is

seldom the implied addressee of not only literature in English but of scholar-

ship about world literature pedagogy. I hope to do this in an analysis of Mohja

Kahf’s The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf (hereafter Tangerine Scarf ), using it to

make a global claim on world literature.

1 Why Tangerine Scarf? English, Globalization, and theMigrant

Writer

Tangerine Scarf is a semi-autobiographical, coming-of-age novel about a young

girl whose strict Muslim family immigrates to rural Indiana from Syria in the

early 1970s. Khadra, the novel’s narrator and protagonist, grows up in a strict,

religious household as her father works as an officer at the Dawah community

center. Though she experiences Islamophobic violence as she grows up, by the

time she narrates her story as an adult, she has come to terms with her place

as a Muslim in America. Her background and the transnational scope of her

story resonates well with my students, enabling it to speak to multiple readers,
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those in the position of the “implied” hegemonic, Euro-American gaze, but also

to those who are not.

It has been argued that “the pertinent world literature discourses take on

the phenomenon of the migrant writer, most of whom, funnily enough, write

in English” (Chilton 94). I would like to suggest that this is not necessarily a

shortcoming; rather, it is preciselywhatmakesAnglophone literature in aworld

literature classroom so powerful. Mary Louise Pratt maintains that literature is

“worlded” when it allows for a transnational reading public, arguing that this

iteration of “world literature” comes at the heels of decolonization and is led

by immigrants whose “worlded storytelling” “not only navigates globalization,

but seeks to engage it” (“Languagescape” 285). Following Pratt, who argues that

“migration, decolonization, and travel together produced the ‘worlding’ of lit-

erature” (285), by studying such texts, the central questions in aworld literature

classroom are no longer how to make world literature more “inclusive,” but

rather become how to make the lingua franca, English, more worldly. In other

words, how can the language of power and opportunity, the global literary ver-

nacular, articulate the most important and most banal experiences of those

who speak it beyond Euro-American centers, oftentimes as their own “mother”

tongue?

I recognize that the ubiquity of English is especially controversial because of

the disheartening fact that the number of languages in theworld has decreased

as a result of both colonialism and globalization (Mufti 12; Pratt “Language-

scapes” 278). Of course, I am in no way advocating a move towards monolin-

gualism and continue to be frustrated by the fact that I, along withmany of my

students, know Arabic and its literary tradition less proficiently than I’d like to.

Nevertheless, refusing to recognize the ubiquity of English can refuse its read-

ers and speakers the opportunity to see themselves as subjects of what qualifies

as “literature.” Indeed, since “the many worlds opened up by globalization are

increasingly likely to be known through that [English] single language alone”

(Shirane 357), it is important that these worlds are also explored in English. As

Adichie shows in her talk “The Danger of a Single Story,” because she grew up

reading stories about people talking about the weather and blue-eyed children

eating apples – things rather foreign to her Nigerian childhood –when she her-

self began to write stories as a child, her characters were also blue-eyed, apple-

eating childrenwho played in the snow. Reading such stories as a child implied

that this is what literary characters are supposed to look like and do. She thus

argues that “single stories” such as these are dangerous because they make one

believe their own stories do not belong in the “global literary vernacular.”

In this way, I find that migrant literature such as Tangerine Scarf enables us

to explore how the global literary vernacular accommodates those experiences,
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cultures, and religions in a post-colonial, transnational, globalized world. This

is an incredibly important role for world literature. It can be subversive as it

exposes the fact that no one people can actually “own” a language like English

(Pratt 279), and, in that vein, that no one people are its sole implied readers.

With this inmind, I argue thatmigrant literature such asTangerine Scarf allows

non-American and non-Europeanworldviews a voice in hegemonic discourses

and languages precisely because it is written in English. As such, literature in

English is no longer necessarily an extension of the imperialist project, directed

at one kind of western implied reader, or a flattening of differences; rather, it

becomes an articulation of them.

2 Tangerine Scarf and Its Transnational Reading Public

Tangerine Scarf waswritten and published on the heels of 9/11, theAfghanistan

and Iraq wars, and intensifying Islamophobia in the US and Western Europe.

Given this socio-political context, and alongside Kahf’s other writings, critical

and imaginative, the novel has always been read as a way to “build bridges”

betweenChristianity and Islam. Furthermore, readingshave assumedanAmer-

ican or Arab American implied reader.5 Of course, Americans (Arab-, Muslim-,

or otherwise6) are not the only ones who read the novel, and so, like withworld

literature and world literature scholarship, freeing ourselves of that assump-

tion opens up a myriad of possibilities for the novel, especially as world litera-

ture.

One of the major metaphors used to describe world literature is windows

on the world, referring to its function as offering a snapshot of the foreign,

whether foreign time periods, cultures, or places, and it lines up with the

“building bridges” approach to reading. In this vein, Tangerine Scarf has been

said to “demystif[y] Muslim lives and practices in the United States,” and of

5 See for instance Salaita, Naous, Muttawwa, Aghasi.

6 I strugglewith these identitarian categories because they are problematically discrete in their

connotations. American tends to imply white Christians, but African-Americans, Chinese-

Americans, Latin-Americans, other euro-Americans, and indeed any American can just as

easily fit into this category. Similarly, Arabic tends to imply Muslim, even though many non-

Muslim peoples including Christians of amyriad of denominations as well as Armenians and

Jews use Arabic as a “first” language. In fact, manyMuslims do not speak Arabic beyond their

religious lives, for instance Indonesians, Iranians, andPakistanis, complicating theoverly sim-

plified significations of these terms. Indeed, this is part of the importance “worlded” world

literature and part of the importance of this novel as it refuses the discrete separateness of

these identities.
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“altering misconceptions about Muslim women” (Mattawa 87). As Damrosch

argues, though, windows on the world are also self-critical windows onto one’s

own world (“What is World Literature?” 14), exercises in self-critical reflection.

As a novel written by an immigrant, Tangerine Scarf engages with and prob-

lematizes the metaphor because it complicates what is considered foreign

and one’s “own,” especially in a post-colonial age of migration and globaliza-

tion.

As literature in English,Tangerine Scarf is American, Arab, andMuslim all at

the same time. It resists being nationalized or made to represent a single iden-

tity, whether this identity is religious (Muslim), cultural (Arab or “western”), or

national (American or Syrian), and its trans-communal character stems from

the fact that it is written in English. Khadra, Tangerine Scarf ’s protagonist, feels

both at home and foreign in theUS, at home in her religion but foreign tomany

of its community’s beliefs, and at home in Syria but alienated from its governing

regime. As such, it is able to address multiple readers, who can at once beMus-

lim, Christian, Jewish, and so on; Arab, American, or immigrant; men, women,

or non-binary. It speaks not only to a complex “transnational reading public”

(Pratt “Languagescapes” 285), but to a trans-religious, trans-cultural, and trans-

lingual one, thereby revealing the power dynamics of our world and offering a

“radical critique” of asymmetrical globalization inwhichEnglish plays a central

role (Mufti 12).

Khadra’s sense of feeling alienated in one’s home is a key experience for

migrants, and the novel reproduces this sense of alienated at-home-ness for

its “trans-” reading public. As the reader encounters the familiar, the novel

also defamiliarizes it, subversively resisting identarian readings as well as the

assumed homogeneity of imagined communities. A clear example of this is its

motif of the titular scarf. The scarf, veil, or hijab has been excessively politi-

cized, whether in the US because of 9/11, in Europe with the French ban on

public displays of religion, or in certain Muslim countries where wearing it

is mandatory for women. Rather than stand as a metaphor for the silenced

woman, her forbidden mystery, and the supposedly intrinsic oppression of

Islam (Kahf, Western Representations), the novel depoliticizes the veil and in

contrast depicts it as a source of power. Khadra strikingly describes herMuslim

mother in hijab as wearing “a white wimple on her head, and a long blue robe”

(6); “Her [mother’s] sky-blue jilbab swept the ground, andherwhite crepewim-

ple outlined her head against the sky” (100). The image of the sacredMadonna

and the choice of using the key word wimple, worn not by Muslim terrorists or

oppressedwomen, but by nuns andwomen saints, disarms the connotations of

hijab and familiarizes it to its non-Muslim audiences. It transforms the alien-

ating image of the veil into a familiar and even sacred symbol of salvation. At
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the same time, this description of the veil addresses Muslim readers, remind-

ing them that Islam has no exclusive claim on modesty and head coverings,

indeed, that they are as much part of an Islamic tradition as they are of Chris-

tian and Jewish ones (worn historically by women of the upper classes as a

sign of dignity and modesty [Naous 95]). Renaming the garment thus unrav-

els its Islam(ophob)ic politicization, provides it with “bridge-building” power,

and reveals its sacredness in various religions and cultures.

3 Heterolingual Expressive Practices,Worlded English, and Global

Readerships

Such alienated at-home-ness happens in and because of language. Pratt argues

that immigrant literature tends to engage in “heterolingual expressive prac-

tices,” which are “performances where speakers place more than one linguistic

system into play at the same time.” For her, these expressive practices “intro-

duce a foreignness into the host language and literary system, a strangeness

that carries both danger and possibility, threat and promise, fear and desire”

(Pratt “Languagescapes” 288).

The novel is full of such heterolingual expressive practices. As someonewho

immigrated to the US as a child, Khadra is fully “at home” in English, more

comfortable reading translations of Arabic into English (194), and much more

expressive in it when she is angry (178). At the same time, this sameEnglish lan-

guage lacks cultural and religious expressions for experiences intrinsic to her

everyday existence. The novel remedies this by forcing English to articulate the

foreign, most obviously in transliterations of mainly religious expressions such

as prayer, verses from the Qur’an, and hadith. Heterolingual expressive prac-

tices also appear as Arabic expressions verbalized in English. Like the use of the

wordwimple, their transfer into English happens in codes of the normal, just as

Khadra experiences them in her everyday life. Thus, whatmight initially be for-

eign and perhaps even a source of fear is nestled in the familiar, disarming any

defensiveness and refusing potential othering. For Muslim and Arab English

speakers like my students, these heterolingual expressive practices – from reli-

giouspractices to large gatherings full of aunts anduncles imbuedwith codes of

hospitality and subsequent over-eating – are energizing. Eager in their recogni-

tion of these practices, they speakup about their similar experiences in class. In

thesemoments, they find expression for their quotidian cultural experiences in

the hegemonic global literary vernacular, allowing them ownership of English.

An example of this occurs early in the novel when a four-year old Khadra

plays on a swing as her father teaches her the fatiha, the first sura of theQur’an:
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“Bismillah arrahmani ‘rahim!” Khadra sang as her father pushed her up.

…

“Alhamdu lilahi rabil alamin,” Eyad yelled on the next swing. …

“Arrahmani ‘rahim!” Khadra called as she climbed into the blue atmo-

sphere like an astronaut.

9

The bismillahs and alhamdulillahs are not so threatening when they are sung

by a child to the rhythm of her swing. Indeed, the sheer normalcy of the scene,

a little girl on a swing with her father in middle America, along with the refer-

ence to an astronaut at the height of the ColdWar – the context of this scene –

makes this moment as American as it is Muslim. In another instance, Khadra’s

melodious description of prayer reads almost as a how-to guide for how Mus-

lims pray, as Naous puts it, as an “Islam 101 course” (83). It is focalized through

a young Khadra, herself learning how to pray, once again familiarizing the pro-

cess through an innocent child’s eyes:

First position, qiyam. Standing, feet planted hip-distance apart for bal-

ance, focus before you raise your arms in allahu. “Straighten your lines,

close those gaps – stand shoulder to shoulder and foot to foot,” the imam

at Salam Mosque said before he called the first allahu. “Shaytan gets

between you if you leave a gap.” Like one of the pushy boys in the lunch

line at school, Khadra imagined. She squinched close up against Tayiba

and tugged Hanifa’s arm to pull her into line. “No pushy Shaytan gonna

get between us, hunh.”

… You went into ruku. The bow, with your knees locked and back

straight as a table – someone should be able to put a full glass on your

back without spilling. You whispered your subhana-rabial-atheems, look-

ing down at your toes in their own little lines. Here comes the signal to

rise …

Now you dropped into sajda, prostration. No flopping elbows on the

floor, because that’s a dog posture and Muslims don’t do dog. Humility

yes, dog no. Seven surfaces only touch the mat during sajda: Palm, palm,

knee, knee, foot, foot, forehead. There, after three subhanas, you whis-

pered your private prayers, nose brushing the bumpity carpet. You left

room for a baby. If Khadra’s brother Jihad was lying there, say, she should

be able to make the sajda over him. (And maybe give him a little belly

tickle along the way).

32–33
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Though Arabic is the language of the Qur’an, which is forbidden from being

translated, the novel provides conceptual equivalents for Islamic practices in

English (qiyam, standing; ruku, the bow; sajda, prostration). Describing and

explaining prayer by both transliterating and translating the Arabic carves out

a space for Islam in hegemonic English, and this allows students such as mine

to, as Adichie shows, see their own daily, religious practices in the global lit-

erary vernacular. As Tangerine Scarf places them in the “host” language, these

heterolingual expressive practices also legitimate the foreigner’s sense of own-

ership of this universal language.

Interestingly, I once asked my students who they think the implied audi-

ence of the novel is. Contrary tomyexpectations,many answered aMuslimone

because, as they put it, another audience would not understand these religious

postures or references. Their reaction revealed the power relations inherent in

English and the asymmetry of globalization: the expectation that Muslim ref-

erences will not be understood by non-Muslims; indeed, that this non-Muslim

audience is not even expected to understand them. At the same time, these

same students find it natural to make an effort to understand American (or

British or even “Christian”) cultural references – on television, in film, social

media, and literature. Invoking Damrosch, I suggested to them that the novel

canbe read as a “windowon theworld,” as an effort to showan Islamnot related

to stereotypes of terrorism or fundamentalism. At first, the thought surprises

them, as though they never considered the possibility, but they, of course, wel-

come the thought of these practices being read outside paradigms of terrorism

and Islamophobia.

Heterolingual expressive practices in the novel are not necessarily religious

but cultural too, for instance, the recurring te’ebrini that Khadra’s teta uses

to address her. Te’ebrini is a term of endearment which literally translates as

“may you bury me,” and it implies her wish that Khadra outlives her great aunt

because she, in short, cannot live without her. Teta too is an expressive cultural

practice. It is a Levantine abbreviation of sitt, a term of respect for an older

woman used mainly for grandmothers. At the end of the novel, when Sabriya,

a member of Khadra’s community, has a baby daughter, one of the aunts tells

Khadra, “May you be next, marriage and a baby” (418). This is a direct transla-

tion of ‘ala qbālek, literally, in your future, a small prayer usually repeated at

engagements, weddings, and when a baby is born, a phrase implying that both

are inKhadra’s near future. It is unclearwhether this phrase is spoken inEnglish

or not in the novel, but suchmoments in the novel delight my students, even if

they do not speak Arabic. Arabic, Urdu, or Hindi speakers swear they’ve heard

their own community members say the “exact” same thing to them.
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4 Contesting Claims of Identity

The novel makes it clear that despite migration and globalization, and maybe

even because of them, the drive to define the parameters of home, although

difficult, have become all the more compelling. Alienated at-home-ness puts

into relief the incongruity of singular, discrete identity in a globalized world of

migration andmovement, but also the desire for it. As the novel defamiliarizes

the familiar, it foregrounds the violence that results when this incongruity con-

fronts the desire for discrete, homogenous identity – Muslim, American, and

Arab alike. As “worlded literature,” the novel does this when it offers windows

onto one’s “own” world, provoking self-critical reflection on one’s assumptions

about that world.

As mentioned earlier, because windows on the world include both the good

and the bad, and because of global power imbalances and the tendency for

Islamophobia of the hegemonic gaze, this “airing dirty laundry,” so to speak

(Salaita 41), can create anxiety. For instance, Khadra is put on a project, to

her dismay, for the magazine she works for, Alternative Americas, to do a fea-

ture onminority religious communities inMiddle America. Forced to critically

peer into the world she grew up in – the Dawah community of Indianapolis –

through her literal-cum-metaphorical camera lens, she observes the bad and

the good, and decides to put both in the feature. Afraid of how others might

react to what they read, her brother tries to stop her, but she insists:

“You don’t have to tell me how harsh the scrutiny is that theMuslim com-

munity is under. I know all that. We still need to face our darkness too.

Negatives and positives. No, for our own sake, not to pander to them. For

the sake of ‘studying what our own souls put forth,’ you know?”

436

While her brother is anxious about how others will judge his community,

Khadra is more concerned about not judging oneself. She further takes the

risk because she has faith in her fellow Americans to “see the beauty in it too

… in spite of the Islamophobes and the ignorance out there. I’m counting on

the intelligence of the readers” (435–436). This metafictional reference to the

novel’s real readers has been read as courage that displays “Arab and Muslim

Americans in their totality, including the negative, which ultimately makes

them more human and thus more likeable” (Salaita 41). Of course, Arabs and

Muslims read the novel too, and thus share her brother’s anxiety.

Khadra’s brother’s reaction is not surprising given thehate andviolence their

community experiences in Indiana. The novel, spanning the 1970s to the 1990s,
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“demonstrate[s] that anti-Muslim attitudes and violence are not merely reac-

tions to the terrorist attacks of 9/11” (Naous 82). Its first word is “Liar,” which

Khadra says in response to the sign at the state border, “The People of Indi-

ana Welcome You” (1). She knows she is not welcome in Indiana because, in

her youth, her community was repeatedly attacked and told things like, “fuck

you, ragheads. die” (82), and its members are told “back [to] where you

people came from” (7). This hostility makes theMuslim community insular,

constantly afraid, and ignorant of the mysterious Americans amongst whom

they live, creating xenophobia in the other direction and reinforcing an easy

dichotomy between “us” Muslims and “them” Americans. Indeed, we see that

the Muslims feel morally and religiously superior to the “Americans” around

them, Americans who are imperialists (69), who smoke, drink, take drugs, get

into fights, cuss, and fornicate, and who allow their daughters to roam the

streets and let their midriffs show (67–68). This is the America of which the

Shamy family asserts it is not a part. In one episode, Ebtehaj, Khadra’s mother,

scolds her children for staying out late:

She looked like she was about to cry, but what she did was scream. “Do

you think we are Americans? Do you think we have no limits? Do you

think we leave our children wandering in the streets? Is that what you

think we are? Is it?” Then she burst into sobs. Shemarched Khadra up the

stairs and pushed her into the bathtub (“Don’t go anywhere!” she yelled at

Eyad, “You’re next!”). With the water running hot and hard even though

their father always said “The Prophet teaches us not to waste, even if we

are taking water from a river,” she scrubbed and scrubbed her daughter

with an enormous loofah from Syria. “We are not Americans!”

66–67

In a fit of anxiety, Ebtehaj tries to scrub the “American” off her children, creating

in Khadra and her brother an image of the other, and people in her surround-

ings as well as bullies at school also assert this.

Thus alienated, Khadra imagines herself part of a pure, untainted commu-

nity of Muslims, with Saudi Arabia at its heart. And so, when Khadra travels

there for hajj, the pilgrimage to Mecca, she expects the trip to be a return to

her real home, her abode and place of belonging (157). Once there, though, she

faces a rude awakening. Expecting Saudi to be untainted by what she perceives

are the Evils of America, she is welcomed by Panasonic, Seiko, and Sony bill-

boards upon arrival (161), signaling that globalization and capitalism have pen-

etrated even this sacred place. Furthermore, she is scandalized to encounter

youths like herself, boys and girls together, taking drugs and engaging in illicit
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sexual behavior. What fully shatters her sense of being “at home” in Saudi Ara-

bia is that she is repeatedly referred to as the American cousin. What is more,

as the American cousin, she is expected to engage in “American” behaviors –

fornicating, drug-taking – and asked, “don’t tell me you never do stuff like this

in America – ” (177). Shocked, she thinks to herself, “And even though she was

in a Muslim country at this moment, and not just any Muslim country but the

Muslim country, where Islam started, she had never felt so far from home” (177,

emphasis in the original).

The novel uses romance tropes ironically to highlight Khadra’s naiveté about

her sense of belonging to this imagined community of Muslims. Still in Saudi

Arabia, when she is awoken by the fajr call to prayer one dawn, she throws her-

self out the window to listen to the adhan, “She had run to the window, flinging

it open, and leanedher headout in the earlymorningdarkness, as if to bringher

whole self closer to the call. It was the long-awaited invitation. She was going

to the ball” (166). Responding to the “call of love” (166), she takes herself to the

mosque to pray only to be caught by the morality police for being out of the

house without hermahram, the male relative in charge of escorting her move-

ment.7 Escorted back to her parents, she feels humiliated and asks whywomen

are not allowed to pray in mosques, in Saudi Arabia of all places:

“Women here do not go to the mosque. They don’t in most Muslim coun-

tries.”

Khadra had never heard such a preposterous thing. It couldn’t be right.

Being a Muslimmeant going to the mosque … “Women have always gone

to the mosque. It’s part of Islam …What about Aisha? What about how

Omar wished his wife would not go to themosque for fajr but he couldn’t

stop her because he knew it was her right? What about the Prophet say-

ing ‘You must never prevent the female servants of God from attending

the houses of God?’ ”

168, italics in the original

In spite of her understanding of what a Muslim is “meant” to do, gendered cul-

tural conventions break her heart.

This scene with the morality police upsets many of my students. Like

Khadra’s brother, some are offended by this “window” on the Muslim world,

passionately protesting that women are allowed to pray in mosques in Saudi

Arabia – in the women’s section, just like in every other mosque in Muslim

7 Literally, themahram is someone a woman is forbidden frommarrying, male blood relatives,

milk-siblings, and so on. A woman does not have to wear a veil around these men.
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countries.Wary of the hegemonic gaze and fearing that this gendered injustice

is all non-Arabs or non-Muslims will take away from the text, they defensively

assert that this is not what Islam “really” is about.

By guiding these discussions of what Islam is really about into discussions

of how culture informs religious identity, students are prompted to reflect on

diversity in Islam, another central theme in the novel. Indeed, Khadra’s expe-

rience as a young, immigrant woman problematizes notions of what Islam

“really” is and foregrounds the implications of culture on religious practice.

For instance, the adult narrator describes how the women of her community

wear the veil based on their own cultural backgrounds: “a young woman who

is perhaps Bosnian or Eastern European, wear[s] a floral écharpe… women in

hijab, their khimars and saris and jilbabs and thobes and depattas fluttering

and sweeping the floor reaching out to everything” (55). Similar diversity also

emerges in the various foods eaten at community gatherings, from the carrot

cake of Aunt Trish, who is a white American, the samosas made by Aunt Dil-

shad, who is from Hyderabad (26), the Saudi’s kabsa, to the Malaysians’ fried

squid (52).

Such introspective challenges of difference overlap with another critical

argument the novel makes: the diversity of American identity. By the end of

the novel, Khadra comes to terms with the fact that she too is an American,

just aMuslimone: “She looks around at thewhite people, too – theAmericans –

no wait, she’s American now – the other Americans” (438). Such moments in

the novel point to how religion in turn informs cultural identity. Americans

have been said to gain their sense of identity from multiple sources including

religion, “Part of being an American was having faith in God and belonging

to one of the three established religious communities,” namely Protestantism,

Catholicism, or Judaism (Wuthnow 5). Nevertheless, there is no space for Mus-

lim in American identity in this configuration, and though it is sometimes seen

as an other, unwelcome component of American identity, Judaism maintains

visibility that the third of the three monotheistic traditions does not. It is not

counted as one of the three “established” religious communities in America,

though Muslims are woven into its fabric. Other than the Arab Muslims who

emigrated to the US from the Ottoman levant in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, 15–20 percent of the slave population was in fact Muslim (cited in

Naous 102). This creates a dichotomy betweenMuslim and American, one that

is acutely raced and that positions Muslims as the other and hostile to Amer-

ica, indeed, as a source of terror, opposition, and aggression towards American

ways of being.

The novel challenges these dichotomies on multiple levels. First, it asserts

that African American Muslims are “native” to northern Indiana (Kahf 44).
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It also stresses the settler colonial past and history of slavery that are cen-

tral to American identity, as can be seen, for example, in the names of one of

the aunties in the Dawah community: “Aunt Khadija’s name used to be Kacey.

KaceyThompson, then she changed it to KaceyX, thenKhadija X, thenKhadija

Kareem when she became a Bilalian, then Khadija Al-Deen when she married

Uncle Jamal” (23). This nominal history exposes the violence of the past and

places Islam at the center of what it means to be American. As Aunt Khadija

helps Khadra don her veil for prayer, she tells her:

“Imagine beingmade to stand naked in front of a whole bunch of people,”

Aunt Khadija murmured.

Khadra drew back with a look of horror.

“Mmmhmm.That’s how itwas,” AuntKhadija said, her face framed in a

plum-colored scarf. “That’s how it was in slavery times. Up on the auction

block. Covering up is a strong thing.”

25

Aunt Khadija here asserts the power of veiling by giving it an acutely American

significance in the context of America’s history of slavery, asserting this Mus-

lim practice is homegrown because of America’s past. “Covering up” does not

represent the other or oppressed exotic foreign women; rather, it is an empow-

ering practice needed in America to protect against subjugation and objecti-

fication, one that exposes power relations and historical injustices obscured

by racist assumptions about identity. Indeed, throughout the novel, Khadra

speaks of her veil in those terms, referring to it as her armor (310, 425) and

her crown (112, 309, 313), a deliberate metaphor not uncommon in the descrip-

tion of natural hair amongst African Americans (see Banks 10–12, 13, 18, 23,

77).

As mentioned earlier, members of the Dawah community imagine Ameri-

cans to be a singular kind of people of a single race, ethnicity, and religion; they

also see themselves as a singular “us,” the victims of white American racism.

Such perceptions make it easy to obscure internal prejudices, gender oppres-

sion, and outright racism in the name of the “whine [of] minority victimiza-

tion” (Zine “Interviewwith Kahf” 251). The Dawah community is, of course, not

immune from such racist othering. Members of the community, in spite of its

diversity, conflate Arab and Muslim, its Arab members looking down on con-

verts, thosewhodonot speakArabic, and Shi’aMuslims.They also donot count

the Nation of Islam or Bilalism as “real” Islam. Mimicking what she hears from

the adults around her, Khadra asks Aunt Khadija: “… were you still that Elijah

thing? The fake Muslims where it’s only for black people?” (23).
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Khadra, raised on a myriad of rules about what is righteous, shariah, and

what is sinful, haram, memorizes all the correct dictates of Islam that the

Dawah center teaches, including “the Dawah Center line: No Racism in Islam”

(137). Her African American peer Hakim, though, challenges the imagined “us”

and “them” of the community by asserting a different “us”: “You all is, immi-

grant brothers and sisters. ‘We’ is black people.” When Khadra angrily tries

to correct him, saying that “we” belong to the community of Muslims, Hakim

responds,

Oh yeah? How many Dawah officers are black? How many immigrants

do you know who’ve married African American? Be for real! Immigrant

white-pleasers’ll marry white Americans, Muslim or not, but they won’t

marry black people

137

As much as she hates hearing this, Khadra deep down knows he is right. She

relates the incident where her brother falls in love with Maha, the Sudanese

doctor’s daughter who “had impeccable character, was active in the mosque,

… wore flawless hijab … [a]nd, definitely, she was a native speaker of Arabic”

(138). When he asks his parents about proposing to her, his father blurts, “But

for heaven’s sake, she’s as black as coal!” (139).

While these instances in the novel seem to address an American reader,

they also speak directly to my students. Not unlike Khadra’s mother and other

members of the Dawah community, they admit to perceiving Americans as a

singular type, usually with looser morals than their own. The Maha incident is

an important moment of self-reflection. Though they are mostly Muslim, they

look very different, and in spite of the shared religion,may have been on one or

the other end of a similar experience. Such moments are important teaching

moments linked to windows on one’s own world.

The racialized ethnocentrism that seems to delimit what it means to be

American andwhatMuslim is also intersectedwith gender, and the novel high-

lights how problematic it is when women’s bodies become the metaphorized

depositories of the struggle for identity. This is especially the casewhen bound-

aries of identity are threatened, and xenophobic violence erupts. In the novel,

both white Americans and members of the Dawah community participate in

this violence. Zuhura, with “darkest ebony skin” (74), is an outspoken, Mus-

lim woman of Kenyan descent who heads the African Students Organization

at Indiana University. On her way to a student meeting one evening, she is

gang raped and murdered by white supremacists. In spite of this horrendous

murder, after she goes missing, the Muslim community begins to speculate
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about her honor, sure that “[e]ven if she is found alive now, she is ruined” (92).

Though she is raped and murdered, it is she who is made to bear the responsi-

bility:

“She should not have been traipsing about the highways at midnight

night alone,” [Khadra’s parents] Wajdy and Ebtehaj agreed in late-night

kitchen-table voices. And the whispers and undertones around the water

cooler at the Dawah Center agreed: She had been asking for trouble. Sad

as it made them to say it. And her family should’ve given her more guid-

ance. You protected your daughters.

95–96

Although white supremacists raped and murdered Zuhura, the novel fore-

grounds how this patriarchal world-view that makes women responsible for

violations committed against them is just as violent. This pivotal incident trau-

matizes the narrator throughout the novel, shaping who she becomes as an

adult. Its centrality asserts the violence of exclusive identity and shows that no

one group is innocent. It thus foregrounds the dirty laundry of multiple read-

ing publics, turning theworld literature classroom intowhat Pratt has famously

called the “contact zone.” In such zones,

all students … had the experience, for example, of hearing their culture

discussed and objectified in ways that horrified them; all the students saw

their roots traced back to legacies of both glory and shame; all the stu-

dents experienced face-to-face the ignorance and incomprehension, and

occasionally the hostility, of others … Virtually every student was having

the experience of seeing the world described with him or her in it. Along

with rage, incomprehension, and pain, there were exhilarating moments

of wonder and revelation, mutual understanding, and new wisdom – the

joys of the contact zone … No one was excluded, and no one was safe.

“Contact Zone” 39, emphasis added

Such contact zones are important for any literature course, but in a world liter-

ature course they enable what Rajagopalan Radhakrishnan argues is an impor-

tant component of world literature: “ethicopolitical courage” (Radhakrishnan

1401–1402).This involves openingourselves up andallowingourselves tobe vul-

nerable in the world; it goes against “not judging for fear of being judged,” and

instead becomes an “intimate active dialogue with its corollary of judging for

fear of not being judged” (Radhakrishnan 1403). In the context of world liter-

ature in which students’ cultures are rarely a subject of literature in English
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in spite of the fact that English may be their “first language,” such judging for

fear of not being judged is critical as it prevents what Kahf has pointed out as

the whine of minority victimization. It also engenders the self-critical reflec-

tion required to learn about one’s own culture, but in the context of contact

with others; in other words, in the context of the world, in the context of world

literature.

Teaching world literature is a difficult task not least because it is a “field

that ideally covers not only the whole geographical world, but also the entirety

of literary history” (Smith 585). This is especially true when teaching it in

English beyond global academic centers because of the implied hegemonic

gaze. Rather than speak to one audience on one side of the power balance,

though, Tangerine Scarf, as a novel in English by a migrant writer, is able to

speak to multiple audiences, offering up windows on multiple worlds. In this

way, it is able to make English, the global literary vernacular, worldly, home to

peoples, experiences, cultures, and religions usually perceived as foreign to it.

By showing how identities overlap and intersect and by rejecting assumptions

about the homogeneity – and therefore superiority – of imagined commu-

nities, it transforms world literature from what “other” cultures are like into

conversations about vulnerabilities. In this way, world literature in English can

move beyond an imperialist paradigm and become an articulation of internal

diversity and religious, cultural, and national heterogeneity, equally addressing

all readers and not only Euro-American ones.
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